
Preventing Falls: A Nurses responsibility !
In September of this year a prevention of future deaths notice was issued by the coroner to an NHS Trust
following the death of a patient due to pneumonia after a fall in hospital (South London Coroner 2021).
Amongst the listed coroner concerns was that the Matron presenting evidence had failed to introduce a system
to monitor nurses response times to patient calls. There are alert systems that can provide this information and
whilst the value of presenting this data is without question, the real challenge is to provide enough staff to be
able to respond and where enough staff is not possible, a system that can assist the nurses to prioritise where
to turn first.

In patient falls have consistently been the biggest single category of reported incidents since the 1940’s they
are a significant cause of morbidity and mortality and have a high prevalence after admission to hospital
(Morgan et al., 1985). Despite this very early citation very little has changed and with falls accounting for 85%
of all hospital acquired conditions in the USA (Attenello, F.J et al., 2015) it is safe to say this is a global issue.
Falls are the most frequently reported incident affecting hospital inpatients, with 247,000 falls occurring in
inpatient settings each year in England alone (Royal College of Physicians, 2020).

It is disappointing therefore that the focus of the recommendations of the National Audit of Inpatient Falls
(Royal College of Physicians, 2020) appears to be on collecting data to establish the number, cause and
severity of falls and of the care after a fall to ensure it meets acceptable standards. Whilst the logic of this and
the opportunities it affords to analyse reasons for falls are easy to justify, it offers little in terms of practical
assistance to the nurse doing the admission assessment at 7pm and even less to the ward manager who is
tasked with delivering the leadership required to reduce falls.

The focus of attention has been to educate staff to appropriately risk assess and put in place falls
countermeasures to reduce the number of in patient falls. There are few options available to nurses to prevent
falls except to educate patients to call for assistance but Nyman and Victor (2001) suggest that only about 50%
of patients participate with falls prevention initiatives by calling for assistance as patients can overestimate their
ability to be independent particularly as they are in an unfamiliar environment. Stephenson (2016) has also
reported that despite instigating a full education programme for the nurses and carers in a multicentre study,
which showed sustained practice improvement, the reported falls rates remained unchanged.

The use of assistive technology in the form of falls alarms offers a way of monitoring patients who have moved
from bed, chair and toilet but the efficacy of these is not well researched. Where they have been tested there
are varying results but Cuttler et al. (2017) has reported the first significant reduction in falls using bed/chair
exit alarms. The Guardian Sentry Falls Management System can not only deliver a reduction in falls but can
also help nurses prioritise those most vulnerable and therefore respond faster when needed. Concerns that the
nurse won’t respond in time or that the alarm will fail to sound soon enough prevents people using these
systems and in doing so they miss out on an opportunity to have real time data that can help them identify and
make changes in their own practice to keep patients safe and more importantly provides a practical tool to help
nurses prioritise which patient to respond to first.

A case Study: Falls alarm use in an Acute 
Assessment Unit
A unit that has been using the system for the last 7 years has
demonstrated a consistent year on year reduction in falls. Local
protocol means that all vulnerable patients newly admitted to hospital
are placed on the falls management system with their consent until
more is known about the patient. Their ability to comply with using the
nurse call bell can be monitored during this time and their ability to
safely mobilise. This also provides a safety net whilst cognitive function
and medication assessments can be made ie a full Multifactorial Falls
Risk Assessment (Royal College of Physicians 2020).
Being silent at the bedside, the system ensures patients are
undisturbed and nurses are alerted by a pager that one of the patients
assessed as most vulnerable is mobile allowing the nurse to attend
immediately to the patient and assess their needs. Data is gathered to
support a change in practice and culture.
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